Subject: Purchase of Mobile/Cellphone out of Professional Development Fund (PDF)


Vide the above referred notification, Pls/Cls can presently purchase cellular/mobile phone costing upto Rs.15,000/- (Rupees fifteen Thousand only) out of their PDF. There is provision to purchase a fresh/new mobile handset after a period of three years subject to write off of earlier mobile handset.

With the advent of new technology mobile phones have been integrated with mobile computers to facilitate many new advanced features.

It has now been decided by the competent authority to allow Pls/Cls to purchase such devices without any upper cost limit from their PDF. The provision to purchase a fresh/new device after a period of three years and subject to earlier set being written-off would continue. Further, purchase rules of the Institute as applicable are to be followed.

The contents of the above modification may kindly be brought to the notice of Pls/Cls at their respective Deptt./Centre for their information.

(Authority: Dean committee Meeting held on 01.04.2014)

(V.K. Vashishtha)
Assistant Registrar (IRD)

All Heads of Depts./Centers/Schools, etc.

CC:
Deputy Director [O] 
Deputy Director [S&P] 
All Deans 
PS to Director 
M-106

To : Sh. Mahendra, Stores & Purchase

Prof. S. Chaudhary
Ph. 15935